
Toocki Charging Cable C-C, 1m, 100W (Grey) Ref: 6975600789652
Toocki Charging Cable C-C, 1m, 100W (Grey)

Toocki USB-C to USB-C cable, 1m, 100W (gray)
If you're looking for a cable that's as versatile as it is reliable, Toocki is exactly what you need. Not only does it offer fast charging and
data transmission, but it also guarantees complete safety for your devices. Created with the highest quality materials, Toocki combines
durability with broad compatibility. It's an investment that will bring you peace of mind and efficiency in your daily use.
 
Fast charging and data transmission
The Toocki cable provides an unparalleled charging and data transmission experience. With the ability to charge with up to 100 watts of
power, your laptop is able to recover 100% in just 2 hours. But that's not all - data transmission is also impressive, reaching speeds of up
to 480 Mbps. When you choose the Toocki cable, you get speed and efficiency at the highest level.
 
Guaranteed security 
Toocki relies on advanced solutions to guarantee the security of your devices. Equipped with an intelligent E-Marker chip, it automatically
identifies the voltage and current, adjusting them to the devices being charged. In addition, a smart digital display keeps you informed of
the current charging power. With these features, you can rest assured that your devices are in good hands.
 
Thoughtful design 
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The Toocki cable is synonymous with strength and durability, made from the highest quality materials. Its robust construction guarantees
greater durability and strength, even with frequent use. What's more, the cable features wide compatibility, making it ideal for a variety
of devices - from laptops and tablets, to phones and gaming consoles. By choosing Toocki, you are investing in a product that has been
created with your needs in mind.
 
	Producer 
	Toocki
	Model 
	TXCTT1-XY01 grey
	Color 
	grey
	Material 
	PC + braided cable 
	Length
	1 m 
	Power
	100 W
	Data transmission 
	480 Mbps
	Features 
	fast charging, data transmission 
	Interface 
	USB-C to USB-C

Preço:

€ 8.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB-C
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